
Brains in Gear

1) Make sure everything in your book is neat and tidy. 
Check loose sheets, underlined titles, and labelled 
sheets.

2) Use your assessment to fill out:
1) The step on the front of your book
2) Your assessment trackers

3) Use the feedback sheet to fill out the challenges in 
your assessment.



Key word Definition

1. Slave Trade 
Triangle

A three-legged system where British 
slave traders traded slaves and goods 
between Africa, the Americas and 
Europe. 

2. Middle 
Passage

This was the journey across the Atlantic 
Ocean from Africa to the Americas.

3. Common 
lodges

Highly populated houses for poor 
people.

4. Bobbies The name for the new police, named 
after Sir Robert Peel.

5. Feigned
Retreat

When one side tries to stop the battle by
pretending to withdraw.

Assessment 3- Exam



CHALLENGE TASKS

Question 1:
A) Add another feature that answers the question
B) Add a supporting detail that expands on your 

feature

Question 2:
A) Make another inference about the source
B) Link your inference to the picture

Question 3:
A) Re-do/ add a paragraph on the Slave Trade 

Triangle.
B) Re-do/ add a paragraph on the Middle Passage.
C) Re-do/ add a paragraph on the 

treatment/punishment of slaves.
D) Re-do/ add a paragraph on the abolition of 

slavery.
E) Link the events together using consequences 

of the events.

Question 5:
A) Re-do/ add a paragraph on the changes in work 

during the Industrial Revolution.
B) Re-do/ add a paragraph on the changes in 

population during the Industrial Revolution.
C) Re-do/ add a paragraph on the changes in your 

own third area of life during the Industrial 
Revolution.

D) Assess how much of an impact this area had on 
life. Did it improve life or not? Explain your 
answer.

Key Words:
Musket
Cavalry
Passage
Slavery 
Industrial
Population

Question 2 – Battle of Hastings
• Harold was killed by arrow to eye- Harold shown with arrow in eye.
• The battle involved a variety of soldiers- can see cavalry and foot soldiers.
• The battle was chaotic- various soldiers, including Harold dying, showing chaos of battle.

Question 3 – Slavery narrative
Capture and Middle Passage- once captured slaves were put onto boats, tightly packed (400-600 people per boat), where women and 
men were separated, men were chained together and the treatment they received was appalling. Some treatment included being 
thrown overboard if sick, flogging (hit with whip), forced to dance for ship masters. Auction- this involved two types of auction 
(scramble for lower value slaves, and standard auction for higher quality where slaves were bid on), and saw slaves being humiliated. 
Treated like property they were made to look of a higher value – for example, slave sellers would use chalk to whiten their teeth, put 
tar on wounds to hide them, cover them in oil to make them look healthy and dye grey hair black.
Resistance and escape – To escape the torture slaves would try to escape or resist using active or passive methods. Active methods-
that often used physical force- included killing masters, running away and burning down areas of plantations. Passive methods 
included less obvious resistance, for example working slowly, pretending to be ill and working to be literate and use the power of 
education to reduce their value to their masters.

Question 4: Industrial Revolution changes

The main changes were:
• by 1914, the United Kingdom had become a great trading nation with a worldwide empire, which covered a fifth of the globe
• a 260 per cent growth in population
• a change from agriculture to industry
• a move from domestic industry to factory work
• a move from water and wind power to steam engines
• a revolution in transport and communications, from canals and pack horses, to railways and the telegraph
The growth of towns:
In 1750, only about 15 per cent of the population lived in towns. By 1900 it was 85 per cent. This meant that there were far more 
people around to work in new industries but also caused problems because many more people needed foods and homes. This meant 
that poverty was increasing.

By 1900, London had 4.5 million inhabitants. The biggest other towns were Glasgow with 760,000 inhabitants and Liverpool with
685,000. Manchester and Birmingham had more than half a million people each. Much of the population had moved from the South-
East to the industrialised coalfield areas in the North and the Midlands.

History Feedback Sheet: 
Year 8 Exam

LIT CODES:
CL= Capital letter
SP= Spelling
P= Punctuation 
WW= Wrong word
^ = missing word
//= New paragraph

Question 1 – Civil War Weapons:
Cavalry “Cavalry” means men on horses, and these soldiers formed the hammer of the English armies. 
Highly experienced and well trained and it was difficult to become a successful cavalry man. 
The Mortar A small cannon that fired an exploding shell up into the air so that it would land on top of the enemy. 
Small and easy enough for a small team of men to carry and use. Very dangerous if they hit their target, but they were hard to aim 
and it was easy to miss. Its small barrel meant it only had a small range of 200-300 meters. 
The Musket The musket was a long gun that could be used by a single soldier. It was not very accurate and it only had a range of 50 
meters. 
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